DISTRICT 58 CANDIDATES SHOWCASE 2024

Dear District 58 Toastmasters,

The following is a link to the video Candidates Showcase for the slate of 2024-2025 nominees for the District 58 elected roles. Please take time to review the short videos of each nominee’s interview.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1FbWNp1_cs9xzNPbOssGR1eXsgsKi8GRI?usp=sharing

During the Business Meeting on Saturday, April 20th, 2024 the District Council will vote upon the nominees, in alphabetical order, starting with the District Director role. The order for voting is shown below.

1. **District 58 Director** – Contested Role
   a. David Fillion, DTM, PDG
   b. Felicia Hemphill, VC5, PQD

2. **Program Quality Director** – Uncontested
   a. Jessica White, DTM, CGD

3. **Club Growth Director** – Uncontested
   a. Katreina Harmon, SR5, VCS

4. **Division Directors** – 3 Nominees Uncontested
   a. **Aileen Hill, DTM** - Division B Director
   b. **Erik Hund, DTM** - Division A Director
   c. **Mary Lee, LD5, PM5** - Division C Director
   d. No nominee – Division D Director
   e. No nominees - Division E Director

Each interview was conducted in a relaxed and comfortable Zoom environment and flowed for up to 10 minutes in the following format: *Question and Answer*, up to 7.5 minutes, and *Closing Remarks*, up to 2.5 minutes.

**Questions**

1. Why do you stay in Toastmasters?
   a. What motivates you to stay in Toastmasters?

2. How do you apply lessons learned to your strategy to support the District Mission?
   a. The candidate’s written response to the question “*What Lessons did you learn from previous Leadership positions?*” was incorporated.

3. How important is mentoring to DS8 Leadership, to District 58 success?
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